National bibliographies and catalogs curation and research: digital humanities outlook

SEPTEMBER 30, 2021, 10:30-12:30 CEST
DARIAH Bibliographical Data WG Meeting: an open online workshop

Programme

Introduction
10:30
Francesca Morselli (DARIAH-ERIC)

General perspectives on Bibliographical Data Research and Curation
10:35-11:00

Bibliographical Data and Data-Driven Research
Mikko Tolonen, Tomasz Umerle, Vojtěch Malínek (DARIAH Bibliographical Data Working Group)

A perspective on national bibliographies from the IFLA Bibliography Section
Mathilde Koskas, Pat Riva (IFLA Bibliography Section)

Bibliographical Data Tools and Services of National Libraries
11:00-11:50

The Finnish National Bibliography Fennica and the General Finnish Ontology YSO as Linked Data
Osma Suominen, Mikko K. A. Lappalainen, Mirja Anttila (National Library of Finland)

Linked Data and bibliographies, German National Library data shop and linked services
Angela Vorndran (German National Library)
Interoperability of metadata standards, and semantic services for publishing and exchanging different types of (meta)data in the Integrated OMNIS search engine  
Kamil Pawlicki (National Library of Poland)

Webarchiv - data, metadata and tools for research  
Marie Haškovcová (National Library of the Czech Republic)

RDA-based cataloguing plans and semantic metadata enrichment options of the web archive collection of National Széchényi Library  
Szabina Ilácsa, Márton Németh (National Széchényi Library, Hungary)

The uncharted extended national bibliography - the winding paths to national bibliographic metadata sources outside the scope of the traditional national bibliography  
Ylva Sommerland (National Library of Sweden)

Discussion Table on Perspectives of Collaboration in Bibliographical Data Research  
11:50-12:30

Marie Haškovcová (National library of the Czech Republic)  
Szabina Ilácsa (National Széchényi Library, Hungary)  
Mathilde Koskas (IFLA Bibliography Section)  
Peter Leinen (German National Library)  
Kamil Pawlicki (National Library of Poland)  
Ylva Sommerland (National Library of Sweden)  
Osma Suominen (National Library of Finland)

Please keep in mind that in order to participate in the meeting you need to register via Zoom here:

https://dariah.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcucuCurDIsGNgwwKjatTSGWXXtbLG7KrNJM